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We would like to thank Kim et al. for appreciating the impor-
tance of our work [1]. It should be noted that the introduction of a
disk shaped heat pipe by us in the cited paper was done for the
very first time in the literature and our comprehensive analytical
results for the disk-shaped and rectangular-shaped heat pipes con-
stitute the very first such analysis in the literature. In summary,
we are going to show that all of our derivations and results are
exactly correct as presented in the paper. We only have a couple
of minor misprints in the paper that need to be cited. However, all
of our presented analytical results and figures are correct as they
are. We will rigorously show that the points raised by Kim et al.
are partly due to their misunderstanding of our analysis and partly
due to the errors in their work. In fact, we show that our work is
indeed very much correct. In what follows, we will show that
each and every one of the points brought up by Kim et al. is either
a nonissue or a mistake. In summary, Kim et al. claim that

• For the vapor pressure gradient equation, Kim et al:
wrongly claim that our Eq. (16) [2] is incorrect as it is miss-

ing a term 1=3½ � 1=Re2
hrþ

� �� �
, They then provided Eq. (1) in

their discussion statement which they claim is the correct

equation. Other than a typo or mistake that a Reh is missing

in the first term of their equation for 0� rþ �uRþ, the only

difference between their Eq. (1) and author’s Eq. (16) is that

they replaced the term 4=U2
� �

1=Re2
hrþ

� �� �
in the author’s

Eq. (16) with the term 1=3½ � þ 4=U2
� �� �

1=Re2
hrþ

� �
. We will

rigorously show that their presentation of this revised term

is without a physical basis and incorrect.
• For the nondimensionalized liquid pressure drop equation,

Kim et al: claim that, instead of pþl Rþð Þ ¼ pþv ðRþÞ, the

boundary condition at rþ ¼ Rþ should be pþl Rþð Þ ¼ 1=qþð Þ
pþv ðRþÞ, which leads to their Eq. (3) for the simplified analytical

solution of liquid pressure drop. They also presented their calcu-

lated liquid pressure drop and maximum input power using their

Eq. (3) to show a discrepancy between their correct results and

the author’s results (Figs. 1 and 2 in their statement). However,

their statement is incorrect as we show it rigorously below.

In what follows, we rigorously show that their claims have no
basis and their mistakes are partly due to their misunderstanding
of our analysis and partly due to their errors in their work. We
also point out the two minor misprints in our results.

1 Vapor Pressure Gradient Equation

The vapor pressure gradient equation was obtained by integrat-
ing the rþ-momentum equation, Eq. (2) in our work (the cited
paper), within a channel bounded by porous wicks. As stated very

clearly in our paper (page 212), “Since the dimension in the rþ

direction is much larger than the transverse length in the vapor
channel, the shear stress in the rþ direction will be neglected
[3,4]. We have also been able to confirm that the shear stress in
the rþ direction is negligible when it was accounted for in the ana-
lysis.” By neglecting the shear stress in the rþ direction, which is�
@2uþv =@ðrþÞ

2�þ �1=rþ
��
@uþv =@rþ

�
�
�
uþv =ðrþÞ

2�
, we were able

to derive Eq. (16) in our paper (the cited paper) for the vapor pres-
sure gradient equation.

If, instead of neglecting the entire rþ direction shear

stress
�
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, only

neglecting
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but keeping the
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uþv =ðrþÞ

2
�

term in the vapor rþ�momentum equation, the

integration of the vapor rþ�momentum equation results in Eq. (1)
presented by Kim et al. in their discussion of our paper. Therefore,
we have definitive reason to believe that Kim et al. kept the

�
�
uþv =ðrþÞ

2�
term during their integration of the momentum equa-

tion, i.e., they neglected part of the r-direction shear stress and kept
part of it. This does not make sense physically. This points to a mis-
understanding of the underlying physics of the analysis.

2 Liquid Pressure Equation

The liquid pressure equation was derived as the nondimensional
liquid pressure which is defined as pþl ¼ pl=qvv2

1. There is a typo
in the definition of pþl in the nomenclature section of our paper.
Instead of the vapor density, the liquid density was mistakenly
printed in the nomenclature. We believe this is the reason that
Kim et al. claim that the correct boundary condition should be
pþl Rþð Þ ¼ 1=qþð Þpþv ðRþÞ and the correct liquid pressure equation
should be Eq. (3) in their statement. However, the only difference
is just due to this typo and the results are correct as presented. As
such, we will clarify the following points.

(a) There is a typo in the nondimensional liquid pressure given in
the nomenclature of our paper. The definition pþl ¼ pl=qvv2

1

was used throughout our analytical work. This can be verified
from another one of our related papers [5] on page 165.

(b) The boundary condition pþl Rþð Þ ¼ pþv ðRþÞ is correct as
well as the liquid pressure equation (Eq. (33) in our cited
paper). It should just noted that pþl ¼ pl=qvv2

1 is what we
have used in those equations.

(c) We have recast the liquid pressure equation using
pþl ¼ pl=qlv

2
1 and obtained the following equation:

pþl rþð Þ ¼

1

qþ
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(1)

Except for the factor 1=qþð Þ, which is missing (which is an
error in their equation) in the pþv 0ð Þ term of Eq. (3) that Kim et al.
presented in their discussion statement, the rest of our Eq. (1)
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given above is same as Eq. (3) presented by Kim et al. in their dis-
cussion statement.

(d) It should be noted that the calculated vapor and liquid pres-
sure drop in Fig. 4 of our work is presented in dimensional
form. First, we converted the nondimensional liquid pres-
sure equation, Eq. (33) in our paper to dimensional liquid
pressure as given below, using pþl ¼ pl=qvv2

1
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We then converted Eq. (1), which is the same as Eq. (3) of Kim
et al.’s discussion (other than their error in missing the factor
1=qþð Þ in the pþv 0ð Þ term of their Eq. (3)) to dimensional liquid

pressure using pþl ¼ pl=qlv
2
1 and obtained the exact same equation

as Eq. (2) above. This means that, other than the missing factor as
noted above, the nondimensional liquid equation presented by
Kim et al. (Eq. (3) in their statement) leads to same equation that
we had developed for the dimensional liquid pressure.

Another point is that our results in Figs. 4 and 7 presented in
our paper, which Kim et al. have used for comparison with their
results, are given for K ¼ 1:5� 10�8 m2. This value was not ex-
plicitly stated in our original paper [2]. The permeability that Kim
et al. have used for their results, K ¼ 1:8� 10�9 m2, is noted in
an earlier portion (a misprint) of our paper [2] but was not the
value used for the results in Figs. 4 and 7. If we use the same K
value as used by Kim et al., we will get exactly the same results
and figures (accounting for the missing factor 1=qþð Þ in the pþv 0ð Þ
term which is an error in their equation). Conversely, if Kim et al.
use the same K value that we had used they would obtain exactly
the same results as we had obtained. We have calculated the radial
liquid pressure distribution using our simplified equation and the

results are presented in Fig. 1 at different values of Reynolds num-
bers and permeabilities. This figure very clearly shows that if Kim
et al. had used the same permeability value that we had used, i.e.,
K ¼ 1:5� 10�8 m2, in generating the liquid pressure distribution,
they would have obtained precisely our results and conversely, if
we had used the permeability that they had used, i.e.,
K ¼ 1:8� 10�9 m2 their presented results would be obtained. It
is clear that if they had utilized the pressure distribution for
K ¼ 1:5� 10�8 m2 that we had used they would have obtained
precisely the same maximum heat flux values given in Fig. 7 of
our paper [2]. As such, for brevity we will not present a figure to
show this.

In summary, all of our derived equations and results are pre-
cisely correct as they are. We have rigorously shown that Kim
et al. statements are entirely due to their misunderstanding of our
analysis and errors in their results. However, we are thankful for
their discussion so that we can point out a couple of minor mis-
prints in our work.
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Fig. 1 Radial liquid pressure distribution using our simplified
derived equation at different values of Reynolds numbers and
permeabilities
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